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Accretion
!

Accretion is the growth of a massive object by gravitationally attracting 
more matter  

 A fundamental astrophysical  process very common (stars, active 
galactic nuclei…)  

 Structuring the universe (galaxy formation, feedback, planets) 

!

 Accreting binary systems with a compact object: 

 laboratory to study accretion physics: 
    bright sources 
    action occurring here, now and on “human’’ time-scales  

!
  Probe the environment  and internal structure of compact objects  



Accreting binary system with a compact star

!

 Nature of donor: Low Mass vs High Mass X-ray binary system 

Orbital parameters and inclination (eclipses, dippers)  

 Nature of compact object: 

Black hole: no hard surface, pure accretion    
!

 Neutron Star or White Dwarf, accretion flow can interact with:  
!

 Compact star surface (boundary layer, thermo-nuclear bursts)  
!

  Magnetic field from compacts star (accreting pulsars, polars) 



Outline of lecture
!

 Basics of accretion in binaries (power, mass transfer) 

 Formation and evolution of accreting binary systems 

 Accretion flow in black hole binaries from hard X-ray spectra 

 geometrically thin accretion disc 
 hot corona 

 Comparison with weakly magnetised neutron stars 

 Accretion flow in presence of strong stellar magnetic field    

 Accretion flow variability at all time scales  

 Thermonuclear bursts (NS, WD)  



!

Accreting matter falls into potential wells of compact object and lose 
gravitational energy.   Gravitational energy (and angular momentum) must be 
dissipated away  (mostly through radiation) for accretion to occur 

 Accretion onto the surface of a object of size R: available power at mass 
accretion rate         : 

!

 Accretion efficiency :    Earth          Sun      White Dwarf            Neutron star 

                                                 10-9            10-6              10-4                                         10-1 

 Accretion efficiency onto black hole (no hard surface) depends on the 
structure of accretion flow and BH spin: 0.057<      <0.42  for thin disk 

 Efficiency of Nuclear (H) fusion:       ~10-4 
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Eddington accretion limit!

 Eddington luminosity: maximum luminosity for which gravitational force 
on a fluid element exceeds the radiation pressure (i.e. the maximum luminosity 
at which matter can be accreted) 

Frad < Fgrav ) L < LE =
4⇡GMc

!

For  Compton scaterring:  

LE ' 3.8⇥ 104L�
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M�
!

Eddington accretion rate 

!
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Mass transfert: Roche lobe potential
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Mass transfert: Roche lobe overflow

!

 Mass transfer  if donor star fills its  Roche Lobe (R*=RL)   

 Lobe Roche overflow driven by:    

 Change in stellar radius  (Stellar evolution) 
  Change in orbital period/separation/RL: 

 Loss of angular momentum (GR waves, magnetic breaking, tidal  
torques, mass loss in stellar wind)  
Mass transfer  

 Stable Roche lobe overflow can exist if donor fills its Roche lobe  AND mass 
of donor < mass of accretor ➔ LMXB 

  Then steady mass accretion rates Ṁ ⇠ 10�10 � 10�9M�yr
�1



Mass transfert: Stellar wind accretion

!

Massive early type companion (O or B) can loose mass                                           
in wind at a rate 10-6 10-5 M⦿/yr and supersonic velocity  

!

 Compact star capture wind material within a radius: 

!

 Accretion rate onto compact star:  

!

but  can be a significant fraction of the Eddington limit of a NS … 
… if High Mass companion    ➔ HMXB 
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Mass transfer: Be accretion

➔ HMXB



High Mass vs Low Mass X-ray binaries 

Tauris &  vdHeuvel 2006	






Evolution of compact binary systems 
formation of a high mass X-ray binary system 

Tauris &  vdHeuvel 2006	




Evolution of compact binary systems 
formation of a low mass X-ray binary system 

Tauris &  vdHeuvel 2006	




formation of a low mass X-ray binary system 
in Globular Clusters 



Black hole binaries



X-ray spectra of BH binaries 

from Done et al. 2007

Non-thermal 
emission: 	

‘the corona’	


Thermal	

disc emission	




Keplerian accretion discs
!

Viscous torques allow angular momentum to be transferred 
outward and mass to spiral inwards.   

  Usual microscopic viscosity not efficient enough to explain 
high observed accretion rates. 

 Best candidate: Magneto-Rotational Instability, in 
differential rotating flow, generate fully developed  MHD 
turbulence that provides efficient angular momentum 
transport.  

 Standard disc model assumes: 

 unspecified turbulent viscosity,                    ,  where      parameter                 
(alpha discs)   

!
 radiation cooling is very efficient  (black body) and local: disc is ‘cold’  

and geometrically thin

⌫ = ↵csH ↵  1↵

Shakura & Sunyaev 1973	


Balbus & Hawley 1991, 1998	




Emission of geometrically thin discs
  Cold gas in keplerian motion: 

Angular momentum:

Torque of inner disc 
on outer disc

Fl(R+ dR)� Fl(R) = 0

Fl = Ṁl �K
l = RV = R2�K =

p
GMR

Inward AM flux: 

K(R)�K(Ri) = Ṁ
p
GMR� Ṁ

p
GMRi

Fl = constant

Zero torque  at inner boundary: K(Ri) = 0



 Thermal emission:

Emission of geometrically thin discs
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from M. Coriat PhD thesis 



Thermal/soft/ultrasoft state  
of Black Hole binaries

 X-ray spectrum dominated by soft thermal emission: perfect for tests of accretion disc	

models  and measurements of parameter of the inner accretion disc	

!
    

 BHB 4U 1655-40 	

    

Done et al. 2007



Ldisc / T 4 ) Ri = constant

Evolution of disc parameters with luminosity 
in soft state

Done et al. 2007



Why bother ?
In Newtonian gravity stable circular 
orbits present around point mass at all 
radii 	


!
No longer true in General Relativity	


!
In the Schwarschild metric stable orbits 
allowed only down to r=6GM/c^2 
(Innermost stable circular orbit ISCO)	


 	

The radius of the ISCO depends on BH 
spin	

!
In accretion disc at radius < R_ISCO, 
gas free falls into the BH	

!
If the constant inner radius observed in 	


several BHB in soft state is the ISCO. 	

We can use the observations to measure 
the spin of the black hole	




Using disc continuum to measure the spin of BH 

!
!

Basic idea: Measure the  radius of hole in the disc by measuring the luminosity and 
temperature of the bright inner disc and estimating its area	


!
Requires knowledge of distance and inclination 	

!
Requires very detailed accretion disc emission models. 	

!

!



Spectral hardening factor 
Disc emission is not a perfect 
black body	

Need to calculate non-blackbody 
effects through detailled 
atmosphere model	

!

! f = Tcol/Te�

H1743-322

Tin^4

Teff^4
Davis et al. (2005,2006)



Relativistic effects 

Energy potential differs from Newtonian close to black hole: 
different temperature profile 	


!
Doppler shifts and beaming from orbiting gas	


!
Gravitational redshift	


!
Light bending	


!
XSPEC models: KERRBB (Li et al. 2005) BHSPEC (Davis 2005)
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Disc reflection 

At soft X-ray energies, reflection is 
small because of photoabsorption by 
the metals in the disc	

!
At hard X-ray energies, incident X- 
rays are Compton back-scattered from 
the disc	

!
A spectrum of fluorescent emission 
lines arises from photoionization of 
metals in the slab	


!
Iron Kα line at 6.40 keV is the most 
prominent because of its high 
fluorescent yield and large cosmic 
abundance.	
 Reynolds 1996	




Special and General Relativistic effects 

G. Miniutti 



Relativistic effects 

G. Miniutti 



Iron line profile



Iron line profile sensitive to disc inner radius

Another possibility to measure spin!	

G. Miniutti 



inclination disc emissivity index
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Broad iron lines in BHBs

(J. Miller)



A. Fabian	




Radiation processes in the corona

  Inverse Compton 	

!
➡  X-ray radiation	

!
 If                             : Comptonisation	


 Soft seed photons ?	

!

✓ blackbody emission from 
accretion disc	


!
✓ synchrotron emission	


⌧T = ne�TR � 1



Comptonisation models

!
soft seed photons	

(blackbody) 

Compton 
radiation

 Power law electron distribution

!
soft seed photons	

(blackbody) 

Compton	

radiation

Thermal electron 	

energy distribution	


(Maxwellian)

�(kTe, �)



Accretion disc corona

 Magnetic field amplified within the disc through dynamo processes!
 Due to magnetic buoyancy magnetic loops rise above the disc!
 Magnetic reconnection, acceleration/ of particles  !

                   (Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Blinikov 1976; Haardt & Maraschi 1993)!
!

 Comptonisation of disc soft photons in the hot plasma (thermal or 
non-thermal)



Hot accretion flows!

Thin accretion disc models assume energy thermalisation ➔ high density, 
small H/R, low temperature.   

If accretion flow is hot instead, scale height is large and density is low, then 
radiation cooling is inefficient, and high temperature can be maintained.  

Low density ➔ e-p collision time-scale can be  long compared to accretion 
time-scale   

 Protons acquire most of the gravitational energy and electrons radiate 
efficiently. 
 but protons and electrons are decoupled                                                                      
➔ two temperature plasmas Tp~1012 K, Te~109 K (close to compact star) 

 Advection: accretion flow energy not radiated locally. Can be carried onto 
compact star surface or BH.   

 Non-thermal radiation processes: Bremstrahlung, Comptonization

Narayan & Yi 1994	




 Family of hot flow solutions: ADAF (advection),  ADIOS (outflows),  
CDAF (convection)… 

Numerical simulations

Stone et al. 1999, Igumenshchev et al. 2000, Narayan 2000	




HARD STATE

 SOFT STATE

Zdziarski et al 2003

Truncated disc model

HARD STATE:     (compact radio jet)	

  disc blackbody: weak / Corona: THERMAL electrons

SOFT STATE:	

   disc blackbody: strong / Corona: NON-THERMAL electrons



Broad band spectra of BH binaries 

from Done et al. 2007



Neutron stars binaries with low magnetic fieldNeutron stars binaries with low magnetic field

Low magnetic field (ie B<10^8 Gauss) does not interfere much with 
accretion 	


!
Gravitational potential similar to BHs.  Accretion physics should be 
similar despite very different boundary conditions. 	


!
Half of the accretion power radiated at the surface.  Expect 
additional spectral components: 	


              -blackbody emission from NS surface	

              -boundary layer (thermal comptonization or BB)	

!

 Possible difference in temperatures of Comptonizing regions due to 
extra cooling from NS surface soft radiation.	

!

!
!



Two classes of NS in LMXB

Z sources Atoll sources

Island state

Banana state

!

   1037-1038 ergs~0.1-1 LE 

!

     1036 ergs~0.001- 1 LE

!

Difference not understood, possibly stronger magnetic field in Z sources 
interacting  with accretion flow 

Horizontal branch

Normal branch



Atoll sources energy spectra

 Soft component (few 0.1 keV) 	

(blackbody or disk-blackbody model) 	

!
 Power law with exponential	


 cutoff (5-20 keV): Thermal	

  Comptonization.	

!
 Soft and hard states:	


  in the hard state the cutoff shifts to 
higher energies (up to > 200 keV) 	

!
 Iron emission (fluorescence) line at 

~6.4 - 6.7 keV	

 Evidence for reflection 	

!
 Disentangling the various possible 

continuum components is difficult...	

!
!
!
!

Hard state

Soft state

(T. Di Salvo)



Soft state of 4U1705-44  

Piraino et al. 2007

Power law 
component 
detected



Broad iron lines in NS binaries



Neutron stars binaries with low magnetic field

blackbody 	

from NS surface

Comptonized in hot flow 	

+boundary layer

MultiBB disc
Boundary layer

Done et al 2007

 But truncated disc model seems to work ....	


Difference between NS and BH sources can be seen as observational 
evidence for existence of the event horizon	




Spectra of Z sources

!

Persistent accretion disk 
spectrum kT~1 keV               
+ variable Comptonized 
blackbody spectrum kT~2 
keV  (similar to soft atoll 
sources) 

Gilfanov, Revnivtsev, Molkov. 2003



BH vs NS in colour colour diagrams 

Only black holes hereHard state!
PL dominated track

soft state!
disk  dominated track

VHS/!
spectral 
transition 

!

 Owing to the presence of the BL component BH 
transition region is inaccessible to NS Gierlinski & Done 2003



Neutron stars weak magnetic field 
boundary layer spreading layer!

BL: region between an accretion flow and neutron star. 

In BL fast rotating (Keplerian) accretion disk matter is decelerated to 
the neutron star rotation velocity. 

 Spin up of compact star 

Luminosity of BL comparable to the accretion disk luminosity 

LBL ⇠ Ṁ
V 2
K

2
=

1

2
Ṁ

GMNS

RNS
⇠ LAD

!

Size of BL is smaller than the accretion disc size. Therefore the 
temperature of the BL is larger than the effective temperature of the 
accretion disc 

Hard black body component in the soft state of LMXB a boundary 
layer spectrum ?



Geometry of boundary layer: spreading layer

!

Matter as a significant latitude 
velocity component , spreading above the 
compact star surface and decelerating due 
to friction at the neutron star surface 
(wind above the sea), 

 For sources with L>0.05 Led, local 
radiation flux is Eddington  

  SL  temperature independent of 
luminosity, emission models predicts 
Tc~2.5 keV (confirmed by 
observations) 

!
  The size of the belt must increase 

with accretion rate/luminosity. For  
L~Led, SL covers the whole CS 

Inoganov & Sunyaev 1999

Ficker 2006



Neutron stars weak magnetic field 
boundary layer spectrum

10 keV
Gilfanov, Revnivtsev & Molkov 2003



Accreting black hole and Neutron stars in quiescence  

Garcia et al. 2001



Neutron stars spectra in quiescence  

(Heinke et al 2014)



!

!

Photon Luminosity:  

Observed 

Apparent radius  

Apparent   temperature 

Measuring the flux:  

and spectrum (        ) gives the 
“apparent” radius  

!
but major uncertainties: distance and 
spectrum formation in NS atmosphere  
(H vs He), and composition of absorbing 
medium along line of sight

Radii of NS from thermal emission 

L1 = L(1� rs/R), rs =
2GM

c2

L = 4⇡R2�T 4
s

R1 = R/(1� rs/R)1/2

T1 = Ts(1� rs/R)1/2

T1

NGC6397 (Heinke et al 2014)

F1 =
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R1

d

◆2

�T 4
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Variability 
Persistent systems

Done et al. 2007



Multi-scale variability 

Psaltis et al. 202



Multi-scale variability in persistent sources 
X-ray power spectra 

!
Strong variability from ms to several years times scales !	

1/f noise at low frequencies + band limited noise at high fourier 
frequencies

Gilfanov 2010

Black hole Neutron Star



Time scales 
!
X-ray emitting region is small 	


!
!

Time scales in X-ray emitting region:	

!
      Orbital time-scale:	

!
!
       Vicous time-scale:     	


R < 100RG ' 1500

✓
M

10M�

◆
km

tK = 0.3

✓
M

10M�

◆✓
R

50Rg

◆�3/2

s

!
Thin disc, gas pressure dominated:	


!
!

 Hot flow: 

H/R ⇠ 10�2 tvis ' 104tK ⇠ 103s

tvis = (H/R)�2 tK
2⇡↵

tvis ' 10 tK ⇠ 1� 10 sH/R ⇠ 0.3

High Fourier frequencies cannot be produced in this region	

!

But the longest observed times scales  are too long ro be produced in 
the region of main energy release.  Must be generated in the outer parts 
of the accretion flow	

!

!



Propagating mass accretion rate fluctuations 
!

!
Long times scales produced at large distances (turbulent fluctuations of mass 
accretion rate ?) and propagate inward on viscous time scale until they reach 
X-ray emitting region (within 100 R)	

Accretion disks model may produce 1/f noise  (Lyubarskii 1997; King et al. 2004;  Arevalo & Uttley 
2006, Mayer & Pringle 2006, …)	




Transient sources : 
BH in LMXB

Done et al. 2007



Persistent vs transient sources : 
NS in LMXB

Done et al. 2007



Dwarf Novae (accreting White Dwarf)

J. Cannizzo



Disc instability model

!

Standards discs are  thermally  (and viscously) unstable for T ~ 104  K due to 
rapid change in opacity associated to ionisation of H. 

 Limit cycle instability can  develop if Mdot is in the right range                     
at some disc radius  



Disc instability model

 In quiescence, T< 104  K,  H is neutral.  Viscosity is small, flux of matter in 
disc is lower than  mass accretion rate provided by companion. Mass, density 
and temperature in disc increase slowly. 

 When T ~ 104  opacity of gas increases suddenly (ionisation of H)  

 radiation cannot escape, trapped in disc, accretion power not radiated away 

 temperature increases faster….more radiation trapped…temperature…etc    

 thermal instability stops when H is fully ionised for T~10^5 K 

Cannizzo 1993



Disc instability model

  alpha prescription:  Higher T = higher pressure = higher viscosity 

 Local mass flux larger than input mass accretion rate 

 Disc depleted (viscous instability), temperature decreases slowly 

 Until H can start to recombine and thermal instability makes T drops  

 and cycle can start again

Cannizzo 1993



Disc instability model

Local process but increased mass flux propagates inward to next disc radius  

 trigers H ionisation instability and a heating wave traveling inward through 
the entire disc 

until outer disc temperature dips below H ionisation temperature 

 cooling wave propagates inward switching the disc back to quiescent state 

Cannizzo 1993



Disc instability model

 The entire disc alternates between periods of outburst and quiescence 

 Works well for dwarf novae outburst 

 BH and  NS outbursts are more complex, feedback from X-ray illumination 
can keep H ionised. 

 NS in LMXB have shorter outburst due to smaller disc scale (smaller orbit 
required for RLO) 

 Persistent sources must have outer disc ionised  

Cannizzo 1993

Lasota 2001



Orbital variability: dippers 

Persistent emission

dips

orbital period 50 min

Boirin et al. 2004



Rapid variability depends on spectral state 

McClintock & Remillard 2006



Fast variability: X-ray power spectra in hard state 

Black hole Neutron Star

!

 Band limited noise (Broad Lorentzians) + often Low 
frequency  QPO 

NS present high frequency component absent in BHs.     

Done et al. 2007



Possible interpretation band limited noise:  
propagation of fluctuations in hot flow 

lo
g[
vP
(v
)]
*

vvisc%at:% ro% ri%%

vb% vh%

Lense-Thirring 
QPO (Ingram, 
Done & Fragile 
2009 – IDF09) 

Ingram & Done 2011



QPO$Model:$Lense.Thirring$precession$of$the$
flow$

a*=0.5'a*=0.9'



The"truncated"disc"model"

Cool,"op/cally"
thick"disc"
thermalises"to"
emit"a"mul/"
coloured"black"
body"spectrum"

Hot"electrons"in"
high"scale"height,"
op/cally"thin"flow"
Compton"upscaBer"
disc"seed"photons"to"
give"power"law"
emmission"

Moving"trunca/on"radius"varies"the"number"of"seed"photons"seen"by"the"flow"

XTE&15506564&

(A. Ingram)



The"truncated"disc"model"
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XTE&15506564&
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The"truncated"disc"model"

Moving"trunca/on"radius"varies"the"number"of"seed"photons"seen"by"the"flow"

XTE&15506564&



High frequency QPOs in Neutron Stars 

Properties 

 observed in about 25 NS LMXB 
strong rms> 10% (2-60 keV)  
 sharp  Q~f/FWHM~200 
 high frequencies ~700-1300 Hz 
 variable f can shift by ~100 Hz 
 usually in pair (twin QPOs) 

 Unknown origin: 

 Beat frequency (Miller et al. 98) 
 Resonant disc oscillations (Abramowicz et 

al. 2003, 2005) 
 Relativistic precession (Stella & Vietri 1999)  
!



Periastron Precession
Frequency:  νper

ϕ−Frequency
νϕ

Nodal Precession
Frequency:   νnod

(or 2νnod)

Relativistic Precession Model
Relativistic precession model 

Lense-Thiring 
precession!
 frequency 

Periastron 
precession!
 frequency 

Orbital frequency 
(at R_i)

Predicted QPO frequencies related to fundamental frequencies 
of particle motion in strong field regime (L. Stella)



 For a given model possible 
to set constraints on the M and 
radius of NS 

 But in all models upper 
QPO frequency very close to 
orbital frequency of disc inner 
radius:  

 lower than the orbital 
frequency at ISCO              
➔ upper limit on mass of 
the star (if spin is known) 

!
 lower than the orbital 

frequency at the surface of 
the star                                 
➔ sets an upper limit on 
Radius for a given mass    
!

!

High frequency QPOs in Neutron Stars

Psaltis 2004



 Weaker than in NS 

 Detected in a few sources at 
frequencies in the range 60-400 Hz 

 Rarely detected in pairs  

Time scales also correspond to 
dynamical time scale close to ISCO 
for BH  

High frequency QPOs in Black Holes

183 Hz QPO  in  XTE J1550-564	


(Motta et al. 2014)	




Fit with the relativistic precession model  

 Determination of BH spin a= 0.34 +/- 0.01 

(consistent with X-ray spectral determinations) 

 XTE J1550-564	


(Motta et al. 2014)	


Correlated frequency evolution

LFQPO= Lense thiring frequency

HFQPO: periastron precession

HFQPO: orbital 



Magnetic field

Ra

Ra ' 30 km

✓
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  At         :   kinetic energy ~ magnetic energy  i.e.  

 Free fall accretion in spherical geometry  
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avff
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 Dipole magnetic field 

Ra

 Magnetic field becomes dynamically important close to the neutron star 
surface at a distance called Alfven radius,      . 

 Effects of magnetic field are important only if                           :Ra > RNS

B0 > 108G

!



Effects of strong magnetic fields in NS!

If NS spin frequency < orbital frequency 
of accreting matter at        : Ra

 accreting material forced into co-
rotation with NS  
 channeled along field lines onto 
the magnetic poles ➔ X-ray pulsar 
 spin up torque on NS

 If NS spin frequency > orbital frequency        

 accretion is stopped, propeller regime  
 spin-down torque on NS

Ra

Peq ' 2.3ms
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Ṁ
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Equilibrium spin period:  Pspin~orbital period at      ' 2⇡

s
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a

GMNS!

➡



Accretion powered millisecond pulsar 

!

 Low magnetic fields B ~ 108-1010 G, low spin period a few ms 

 Found in LMXB, old system, 15 known 

 In the course of long accretion history, magnetic decay and spin-up 

         is a few times             :Ra RNS
!

 GR  effects important in the accreting magnetosphere 
 B field deviates from pure dipole close to NS surface

!

Believed to be progenitors of ms radio pulsars



The fundamental plane of pulsars The fundamental plane of pulsars  

Accretion powered spin-up 

Millisecond pulsars 
  [Backer+ 1982 Nature] 

-  weakly magnetized 

- often found in  
  globular clusters  

 → old systems 

(A. Papitto)	




The fundamental plane of pulsars  

Accretion powered spin-up 

Millisecond pulsars 
[Backer+ 1982 Nature] 

-  weakly magnetized 

- often found in  
  globular clusters  

 → old systems 

- often in binaries 

Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Komberg 1974 
Alpar+, Radhakrishnan+ 1982 

Dipole rotation spin-down 

Accretion powered spin-up 

(A. Papitto)	




$

Accretion powered millisecond pulsar 

Chakrabarty & Morgan 1998 Wijnands & van der Klis 1998

behind companion

in front of companion



Accretion powered millisecond pulsars

Accretion onto an inclined dipole
Romanova et al. 2004B~10^8 G



Radiative shock

(Poutanen & Gierlinski 2003)

Temperature of shocked region regulated as in ADC models	

Anisotropy of radiation + special and general effects produce observed ms 

modulation	

!
!



$

Pulse profiles of SAXJ1808.4 

12-18 keV

Compton

BB

3-4 keV

(Poutanen & Gierlinski 2003)



Pulse profile evolution during outburst 

 Changes in the geometry of hotspot ? 

 Varying obscuration of the antipodal hotspot   

Ibragimov et al. 2009



Pulse profiles depends on M/R… 

Poutanen & Gierlinski 2003
Morsink & Leahy 2011



Classical (slow) accreting pulsars!

 Young systems, usually found in HMXB 

 Strong magnetic fields B ~ 1011-1012 G, low spin frequency ~1 s. 

 Similar accretion geometry but magnetosphere has a much bigger scale:

Ra ' 103km



Spin evolution

Transient sources in 
outburst: spin up rate 

correlates with luminosity	

(as expected)

Persistent system: torques 
reversal	


(not understood)

Psaltis 2004	




Accretion powered pulsars in HMXB	

Hard X-ray Spectra!

!
Wind accretion but similar geometry and emission processes close to surface	

Huge magnetic field ~10^12 G, Cyclotron reasonance scattering feature observed	

Direct measure of magnetic field	

!!

4U0115+63 

Santangelo et al 1999
Ferrigno et al 2009



Variations of Cyclotron line with luminosity

!

 As mass accretion rate increases, shocks moves closer to NS surface ? 

!

!

!



Magnetised accreting white dwarfs: 
Polar (AM HEr systems)

!

 Accretion through Lobe roche overflow, but strong magnetic field of WD 
prevent the formation of an accretion disc.  

 From polarisation measurement B~107-108 G.  

 Free fall until shock at the top of accretion column close to magnetic poles     
(X-ray radiation) 

  Pspin=Porbital due to interaction with the weaker magnetic field of the 
companion. Smith 2007	




Magnetised accreting white dwarfs: 
intermediate Polar (DQ Her systems)

!

Larger separation than polars (perhaps also lower magnetic field ) 

External accretion disc disrupted by magnetic field 

Some  Intermediate polars show dwarf novae outburst 

  Pspin>>Porbital 

!

!
Smith 2007	




Neutron stars weak magnetic field 
thermo-nuclear X-ray bursts

Classes of X-ray bursts: !

 Type I: Normal   

tb~10-100 s, Eb~1039 erg 
pure He or mixed H/He  

Type II: Intermediately long 

tb~up to hr, Eb~1040-1041erg 
thick layer of pure helium 

!

 Type III: superbursts 

 several hours  1042erg 
!
C ignition ? 

N. Degenaar	




Neutron stars weak magnetic field 
thermo-nuclear X-ray bursts

!

 Fast rise, slower decay 

  Burning fuel, cooling ashes 
!

kT
 b

b!
R

bb
 !

X-
ra

y 
flu

x!

Time (~125s)!

Type 1 !

N. Degenaar	




Neutron stars weak magnetic field 
thermo-nuclear X-ray bursts

!

 Fast rise, slower decay 

  Burning fuel, cooling ashes 

 Peak near Eddington limit 

Distance indicator 
!

kT
 b

b!
R

bb
 !

X-
ra

y 
flu

x!

Time (~125s)!

LEdd ~2x1038 erg/s!

N. Degenaar	




Neutron stars weak magnetic field 
thermo-nuclear X-ray bursts

!

 Fast rise, slower decay 

  Burning fuel, cooling ashes 

 Peak near Eddington limit 

Distance indicator 

 Photospheric radius expansion:    
Radius peak temperature dips 

Photosphere lifted 
Eddington flux reached 
radius ~can expands by a factor ~2  

Super-expansion: R~1000 km  

!

kT
 b

b!
R

bb
 !

X-
ra

y 
flu

x!

Time (~125s)!N. Degenaar	




Thermo-nuclear X-ray bursts 
Interactions with the accretion flow

!

Accretion rate sets bursts 

 Duration 
 Recurrence times 
Total energy output 

 Effect on accretion flow: 

 Change accretion flux  
 Change QPO frequencies 
 Induce outburst ? 
 Swept matter away from accretion 

flow ? 

Smith 2007	




Thermo-nuclear bursts oscillations

burst osicllation in 4U 1702-429

see Watts 2012



Use of thermo-nuclear bursts oscillations
!

 In pulsating sources frequency of oscillations 
corresponds to spin frequency :  

 Measure spin in non-pulsating sources 
 Extend sample of measured spin  
 Maximal break-up spin frequency depends on 

composition and EOS of NS  

 Modeling the modulated emission from hot-spots ands 
flame propagation around the star can also provide 
constraint on EOS in a similar way as in ms pulsars  

!



 Thermonuclear explosions in accreting white dwarfs:  
Novae

!

 Accreted gas (Hydrogen) accumulates on the surface of WD, becomes 
degenerate, and  explosive ignition of H. 

 Brightness increase by 6 to 19 magnitudes. Power ~1044 erg                                 
over a few days to a few month  (T1 SN~ 1051 ergs) 

Entire H layer is ejected in nova shell ~1500 km/s , leaving nova free of H 

Whole process expected to starts again after 10000 to 100000 yrs (Classical 
Novae),  8 sources observed with shorter (10 -100 yrs)  recurrence time.  

!
Smith 2007	




Gamma-ray ray emission from binaries

5 gamma-ray binaries known (emit most of their power above 100 MeV). Acceleration of  VHE particles 
in pulsar wind interactions (Be star/disk or massive star) (e.g. Dubus 2006)	

!

Only two accreting X-ray binaries detected: 	

!

Cyg X-3 first XRB detected at high energy.  Acceleration of  VHE particles in jets (Cerutti et al. 2010).  
Giant radio flare associated with transient gamma-ray emission (Corbel et al. 2012)	

Cyg X-1 detections reported with Fermi (Malyshev et al. 2013), Agile (Sabatini 2010; 2013), MAGIC (Albert 
et al. 2007)	

!
!



X-ray binaries in other galaxies 

!

Bright X-ray Binaries commonly detected in nearby galaxies 

 Populations studies allow to test formation and evolution scenarios 
!

Ultra-luminous X-ray sources: 

Most of them appear to be highly accreting black hole binaries  
! Fabiano 2010	
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